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SALE BY AUCTION 
Ref:319 | Auction of Historical Arms 

 
Viewing at Lock, Stock & Barrel Armoury 
23 Triq il-Blata l-Kahla, Santa Venera. (T: 2148 0118 / M: 9947 1091) 

Monday 24 April 2023 from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm and from 3:30 pm to 7:00 pm 

Tuesday 25 April 2023 from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm and from 3:30 pm to 7:00 pm 

Wednesday 26 April 2023 from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm and from 3:30 pm to 7:00 pm 

Thursday 27 April 2023 from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm and from 3:30 pm to 7:00 pm 

Friday 28 April 2023  from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm and from 3:30 pm to 7:00 pm 

Saturday 29 April 2023 from 9:30 am to 6:00 pm 

Auction at Obelisk Auction Gallery 
Villa Drusilla, 1 Mdina Road, Attard. (T: 2147 2156 / T: 2143 8220 / M: 9949 8836) 

Sunday 30 April 2023  at 9:30 am  Session I Lot 1 to Lot 122 

Auctioneer & Valuer      Guest Consultant 

Pierre Grech Pillow        Stephen A. Petroni 

Important Notice to Buyers 

All Obelisk Auctions clients must register before or during each and every auction session and 
collect a bidding card, so as to be able to participate in the auction session(s). 

Please register your details with Obelisk Auctions so as to receive notifications of forthcoming 
events, either direct through our web site www.obeliskauctions.com or by completing one of our 
registration forms. 

Special Conditions for this Auction Sale 

Payment for purchased lots must be settled at the end of the auction. 

Firearms (Lot 1 to 112) require the submission of a Police application for a transfer. This will be 
filled in by Lock, Stock & Barrel Armoury after the buyer presents proof of payment issued by 
the Auctioneer. The applicant must be in possession of a Collector Licence A or a Target Shooter 
Licence A in the case of Schedule II firearms. This is not required for pre-1900 Schedule III 
firearms.  

Lock, Stock & Barrel Armoury shall hand over firearms to the buyer upon presentation of the 
Police transfer document. The rest of the lots (113 to 122) may be picked up from Lock, Stock & 
Barrel Armoury upon presentation of Proof of Payment issued by the Auctioneer. 

Entries are currently being accepted for forthcoming sales by auction. 
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Terms and Conditions of Sale 

PLEASE READ THESE CONDITIONS CAREFULLY: 

The present Terms and Conditions of Business shall apply to all Participants and all attendees at 
Viewings, Auction Sessions and Auctions conducted by Obelisk Auctions Limited. By participating or 
attending as aforesaid, such Participant or attendee expressly agrees to the following Terms and 
Conditions of Business. 

The present Terms and Conditions of Business shall apply in conjunction with any other terms and 
conditions which may be published in the sale catalogue or which may otherwise be announced by 
Obelisk Auctions Limited, including by means of an oral announcement or a notice displayed at the 
viewing or auction venue. It shall be the responsibility of the Participant to ensure that such terms and 
conditions are reviewed and adhered to. 

Definitions 

In these Terms and Conditions the words printed below in bold shall have the following meanings: 

‘Auctioneer’ means Obelisk Auctions Limited, a company registered in Malta with registration number 
C42122, and having its registered office at Obelisk Auctions Gallery, 1, Villa Drusilla, Mdina Road, 
Attard ATD 9039, Malta; 

‘Auction’ means any auction conducted by the Auctioneer or any of its authorised agents; 

‘Auction Site’ means any site from which the Auctioneer may conduct an auction; 

‘Auction Session’ means one session held over one day within a particular Auction conducted by the 
Auctioneer; 

‘Buyer’ means the person making to highest bid acceptable to the Auctioneer, and subject to the reserved 
price, and in whose favour the Lot is knocked down; 

‘Commission’ means the Auctioneer’s fee for on the Hammer Price of any Lot; 

‘Hammer Price’ means the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer and at which the Lot is knocked   
down; 

‘Lot’ means one article, or more than one article grouped together, intended for sale at an Auction 

‘Participant’ means any person who is duly registered as such with the Auctioneer; 

‘Seller’ means the seller of any item put up for auction; 

‘Terms and Conditions of Business’ means these present Terms and Conditions of Business; 

‘Viewing Site’ means any site where a viewing may be held by the Auctioneer in relation to an Auction. 

 

Terms and Conditions 

1. All Participants shall register as such prior to the commencement of an Auction Session. Upon such 
registration, the Auctioneer may request such personal details as may be required and a copy of an 
identification document. The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any person from registering 
for and/or participating in an Auction without giving a reason. By registering as aforesaid, the 
Participant is hereby expressly consenting to the receipt of promotional material by SMS and/or 
email in connection with Auctions conducted by the Auctioneer. 

2. No person shall be eligible to bid during an Auction unless such person has registered as a 
Participant as aforesaid. Any bid placed by any person who has not been so registered as a 
Participant, shall be null and void. 
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3. Every Participant shall be considered to be acting in his own name as the principal, unless otherwise 
indicated. If the Participant indicates that he is acting on behalf of a third party, he shall identify his 
principal and also present a valid power of attorney at registration stage. 

4. The Auctioneer acts solely for and on behalf of the Seller and shall in no event bear any 
responsibility for any default of either the Seller, the Buyer, any Participant or any other person. 
Whilst the Auctioneer has taken care to ensure that all details set out in the catalogue are accurate, 
weights and other measurements are always approximate values and should be separately verified or 
measured. The prices indicated in the catalogue are merely the auction starting price and are not an 
estimate of the value of the Lot. Participants are strongly advised to seek and obtain independent 
advice in relation to the Lots, their condition and value prior to bidding. 

5. Each Lot shall be sold ‘tale e quale’ in its present state and condition and the Auctioneer makes no 
representation or warranty in relation to the description, condition, quality, value, functionality, 
characteristic, or age of any Lot. Neither the Auctioneer nor the seller is responsible for any hidden 
defects. Without prejudice to the generality of this clause, there shall be no warranty that (i) the Lot 
conforms to any standard; (ii) the Lot is fit for any particular purpose; (iii) the Lot is of any specific 
age, year, model, make or condition. The Participants are strongly advised to inspect the Lots prior 
to the bidding and to ensure that they are satisfied with the condition and value of the same. 

6. The Auctioneer shall regulate the Auction as he deems fit and his decisions shall be final. 

7. The Participant who makes the highest bid acceptable to the Auctioneer shall be the Buyer at the 
Hammer Price, provided that the Auctioneer reserves the right, at his sole discretion, to refuse or 
revoke any bid, to nominate any bidding increment which the Auctioneer may consider appropriate 
and to divide any Lot or combine any two or more Lots. Any dispute in relation to bids made shall 
be settled by the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion, including if the Auctioneer deems it fit, by 
putting up the same Lot for auction once again. The Auctioneer shall not be liable for any missed 
bids. 

8. The Buyer shall pay the following: 

8.1 The Hammer Price; 

8.2 The Auctioneer’s Commission, which shall be at the rate of five per cent (5%) of the 
Hammer Price and Value Added Tax at the rate of eighteen per cent (18%) in relation to 
the same; 

8.3 Any import/export duty or other duties, fees or other taxes which may be applicable; 

8.4 Any artist’s resale rights and royalties which (if applicable) may be due upon the sale of 
the Lot. 

9. It shall be the responsibility of the Participant to determine whether any Lot is subject to export 
restrictions, duties, taxes or fees. It shall also be the sole responsibility of the Participant to ascertain 
whether there are any prohibitions relative to the export of the Lot or any legal requirements to 
obtain the Lot, including but not limited to the obtaining of licenses. 

10. Within two (2) working days from the Auction Session during which the Lot is knocked down, the 
Buyer shall (i) provide the Auctioneer with any information, details and/or documents which the 
Auctioneer may require in line with Clause 14; (ii) pay the amounts set out in Clause 7, and (iii) 
claim and remove the Lot from the Auctioneer’s possession. The Auctioneer has a right to retain the 
Lot unless and until the Buyer provides such full information, details and documents and pays the 
full amounts due as aforesaid. In the event that such obligations are not adhered to within the 
aforementioned time-frame, the Auctioneer has the right, at his sole discretion, to cancel the sale. In 
the event that the sale is cancelled the Buyer shall remain liable for any shortfall in price or other 
costs that the Auctioneer may incur as a result of the Buyer’s default. 
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11. The Auctioneer shall take reasonable precautions to preserve the Lots but shall not be responsible for 
any damages or losses outside his reasonable control. The Auctioneer shall not be responsible for 
any losses occasioned directly or indirectly by irresistible force or Act of God. The Auctioneer’s 
liability for any loss or damage to a Lot happening after the sale shall in any event be limited to the 
Hammer Price of the particular Lot lost or damaged. The Auctioneer shall under no circumstances be 
responsible for any consequential or indirect loss or for any loss or damage that may occur or be 
occasioned to third parties as a result of a defect in the Lot. 

12. The Buyer shall be responsible to remove the Lot/s purchased from the Auction Site and any 
handling and/or loading operations required for the removal of the Lot shall be at the cost and risk of 
the Buyer. 

13. All payments are to be made directly to the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer shall at his discretion be 
entitled to refuse any proposed method of payment. Without prejudice to the foregoing the 
Auctioneer will under no circumstances accept endorsed cheques and will not accept cash payments 
where the sum payable exceeds the amount of €10,000. 

14. In the event that a Buyer pays by means of a bank transfer, such Buyer shall be entitled to recover 
the Lot only once such payment is received and cleared into the Buyer’s account by the Buyer’s 
bank and this always subject to the Buyer’s obligation to provide all the information, details and/or 
documentation as aforementioned in Clause 14. 

15. The Buyer hereby acknowledges the Auctioneer’s obligations under the anti-money laundering 
legislation and is hereby binding himself to provide all such information and documentation as may 
be required by the Auctioneer from time to time in fulfilment of his obligations at law. In default, the 
Auctioneer may at his sole and absolute discretion annul the Buyer’s bid and thus, cancel the sale of 
the Lot to said Buyer. The Auctioneer shall hold and process such data in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act. 

16. Every Participant and/or any person present in the Viewing Site and/or the Auction Site shall be 
present at the Auction Site at that person’s own risk. 

17. The handling, touching or other manipulation of any of the Lots on display is strictly prohibited. It 
shall moreover be prohibited to bring into the Auction Site and/or Viewing Site any hazardous, 
flammable, corrosive, or caustic substances which could be harmful to the Lots as well as any tools 
or utensils that could be used to damage or dismantle the Lots. The Auctioneer reserves the right to 
prosecute any person found in breach of this prohibition. 

18. The Auctioneer reserves, at his sole discretion, the right to refuse admission to the Viewing Site 
and/or the Auction Site without stating a reason. The Auctioneer has a right to request any 
Participant or any other person attending a Viewing or an Auction to leave the Viewing Site or 
Auction Site at any time. 

19. The Auctioneer has the right to take, maintain, use and publish any photographs or other images of 
the Lots as it may deem fit even after the Lot in question has been sold. 

20. In the event that any part or provision of these Terms and Conditions of Business are declared by any 
Court or Tribunal to be in conflict with the law or unenforceable for any reason whatsoever, the 
validity and enforceability of the remainder of these Terms and Conditions of Business shall not be 
effected thereby. 

21. These present Terms and Conditions of Business shall be governed by the Laws of Malta and the 
parties shall submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Maltese Courts. 

22. Lot Numbers refer to the item as described in the catalogue and do not include anything that may be 
inside drawers, cupboards etc. 
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Lot 
No 

Descrip on Star ng 
price 

1 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1900 Nickle pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1900-1911. 
Inscribed 'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-HERSTAL-LIEGE. (BROWNING'S PATENT)', 
Liege commercial proofs. 7.65mm Browning, 102mm barrel, 7-shot. In original FN 
presentation case with legend on lid liner (faded) complete with spare magazine, 
cleaning rod and tool. A full rare set. Matching numbers, original factory nickel finish. 
90% condition. Serial no. 127091 

€ 1,100 

2 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1900 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1900-1911. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-HERSTAL-LIEGE. (BROWNING'S PATENT)', Liege 
commercial proofs. 7.65mm Browning, 102mm barrel, 7-shot. In original FN 
presentation case with legend on lid liner complete with spare magazine, cleaning rod 
and tool. A full rare set. Matching numbers, original blued finish and dark brown grip 
panels. 99% condition. Serial no. 201129 

€ 1,100 

3 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1903 (m/07) pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1907. 
Inscribed 'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-D'ARMES de GUERRE HERSTAL-LIEGE. 
BROWNING'S PATENT DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs and Swedish army 
'crown/H.C. C.J.' acceptance marks. 9mm Browning Long, 119mm barrel, 8-shot. 
Swedish contract of 10,000 pieces. One of the first pistols delivered. Matching 
numbers, original blue and dark brown plastic grips. 95% condition. Serial no. 624 

€ 480 

4 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1906 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1907-1914. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-D'ARMES de GUERRE HERSTAL BELGIQUE 
BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs. 6.35mm Browning, 
54mm barrel, 6-shot. Early type without slide lever. Matching numbers, original blued 
finish and dark brown grip panels. 92% condition. Serial no. 91270 

€ 270 

5 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1910 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1913-14. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-D'ARMES de GUERRE HERSTAL BELGIQUE 
BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs. 7.65mm Browning, 
88mm barrel, 7-shot. The FN design that influenced most manufacturers over the next 
decades. Matching numbers, original blued finish and dark brown grip panels. 85% 
condition. Serial no. 187341 

€ 180 

6 Belgian Pistolet Mle. 1910/22 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1970s. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE-D'ARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL-BELGIQUE 
BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs and Finnish military 
acceptance marks. 7.65mm Browning, 112mm barrel, 8-shot. Tangent sight. Finnish 
contract. Scarce. Matching numbers, original blued finish and dark brown grip panels. 
99% condition. Serial no. 149141 

€ 270 

7 Belgian Pistolet Mle. GP35 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1940. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE NATIONALE-D'ARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL BELGIQUE 
BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs and Finnish military 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 127mm barrel, 13-shot. Tangent sight. Finnish 
1940 contract of 2,400 pieces. Rare. Matching numbers, original blued finish and dark 
brown grip panels. 90% condition. Serial no. 11477 

€ 1,000 

8 Belgian Pistolet Mle. GP35 pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1938. Inscribed 
'FABRIQUE NATIONALE-D'ARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL BELGIQUE 
BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Liege commercial proofs and Belgian military 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 127mm barrel, 13-shot. Tangent sight. Complete 
rig, rare. Matching numbers, original blued finish and dark brown grip panels. 

€ 1,700 
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Complete with correct stock numbered 22187 and leather holster for pistol and stock. 
87% condition. Serial no. 20371 

9 Belgian Pistolet Mle. GP35 - P.640(b) pistol manufactured by FN Herstal in 1943. 
Inscribed 'FABRIQUE-NATIONALE D'ARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL-
BELGIQUE BROWNING'S PATENT-DEPOSE.', Wehrmacht, 'WaA140' acceptance 
stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 127mm barrel, 13-shot. Fixed sight variation. Matching 
numbers, original blued finish and black grip panels. 80% condition. Serial no. 20265b 

€ 800 

10 British Model 1907 Pocket (Hammer) pistol manufactured by Webley & Scott in 1939. 
Slide inscribed with Webley & Scott company name, address and winged bullet logo, 
British proofs. .25 ACP, 2" barrel, 6-shot. Commercial. Matching numbers and original 
grip panels. Original high polish blued finish & polished steel small parts. 75% 
condition. Serial no. 162291 

€ 290 

11 British Model 1911 M.P. pistol manufactured by Webley & Scott in 1912. Slide 
inscribed with Webley & Scott company name, address and winged bullet logo, British 
proofs & crowned 'M.P.' with 1911 date. .32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel, 7-shot. One of a batch 
of 12 pistols delivered to the Metropolitan Police on 26 March 1911. Matching numbers 
and original grip panels. Original high polish blued finish & polished steel small parts. 
90% condition. Serial no. 67439 

€ 480 

12 British Mark I No.2 pistol manufactured by Webley & Scott in 1915. Slide inscribed 
with Webley & Scott company name, winged bullet logo and model designation 'Mark 
I' and added 'No.2', British military proofs 1916. Mainly issued to RFC pilots. .455 
Auto, 5" barrel, 8-shot. Fitted with slot for shoulder stock and special hammer safety. 
Pistol is one of a total of 439 units produced. Extremely rare. Matching numbers, left 
grip replaced. Arsenal refinished. 90% condition. Serial no. 7002 

€ 2,900 

13 British New Army & Police Model 1922 pistol manufactured by Webley & Scott in 
1926. Slide inscribed with Webley & Scott company name, address and winged bullet 
logo, British commercial proofs. 9mm Browning Long, 125mm barrel, 8-shot. One of 
1,000 pistols manufactured for the South African UDF. Rare. Matching numbers and 
original grip panels. Refinished. 80% condition. Serial no. 147445 

€ 600 

14 Finnish Lahti L-35 pistol manufactured by Valmet in 1952-54. Inscribed with VALMET 
logo and 'L-35', Commercial. 9mm Parabellum, 118mm barrel, 8-shot. Series 4 
immediate post-war assembly of VKT wartime components, total 2,700 units. Early 
version with loaded chamber indicator. Very rare. Matching numbers, original blue 
finish. Damage to rear slide rail. 85% condition. Serial no. 7549 

€ 600 

15 Finnish Lahti L-35 pistol manufactured by VKT in 1952-54. Inscribed with VALMET 
logo and 'L-35', Commercial. 9mm Parabellum, 118mm barrel, 8-shot. Series 4 
immediate post-war assembly of VKT wartime components, total 2,700 units. Rare. 
Matching numbers, original blue finish. 95% condition. Serial no. 9311 

€ 900 

16 German (Imperial) Bergmann 1896 No.3 pistol manufactured by V.C. Schilling in 1896. 
Inscribed with VCS logo, Commercial proofs. 6.5mm Berg., 102mm barrel, 5-shot. 
Export to UK with retailer name "Westley Richards & Co" on left of receiver. Matching 
numbers. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. Very rare. 85% condition. 
Serial no. 1909 Matching numbers. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. Very 
rare. 85% condition. Serial no. 1909 

€ 1,500 

17 German (Imperial) C96 'Large ring hammer flatside' pistol manufactured by Mauser in 
1900. Inscribed with Mauser address, Commercial proofs. 7.63mm Mauser, 140mm 
barrel, 10-shot. Early type tangent sight. Export to DWSA and supplied to Boers. 

€ 2,400 
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Matching numbers and original rust blue finish with strawed small parts. 90% 
condition. Serial no. 22302 

18 German (Imperial) C96 'Large ring hammer flatside' pistol manufactured by Mauser in 
1900. Inscribed with Mauser address, Commercial proofs. 7.63mm Mauser, 140mm 
barrel, 10-shot. Later type tangent sight. Export to DWSA and supplied to Boers. 
Matching numbers and original rust blue finish with strawed small parts. Correct 
shoulder stock/holster. 95% condition. Serial no. 23930 

€ 3,500 

19 German (Imperial) C96 'Wartime Commercial' pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1915. 
Inscribed with Mauser address, Commercial proofs. 7.63mm Mauser, 140mm barrel, 
10-shot. Early open safety lever. Exported to Sweden. Matching numbers except for 
return spring lock. Old refinish overall with fire blue small parts. 90% condition. Serial 
no. 251248 

€ 900 

20 German (Imperial) C96 'Bolo' pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1923. Inscribed with 
Mauser logo and address, Commercial proofs, "Germany" export mark. 7.63mm 
Mauser, 99mm barrel, 10-shot. Export to South Africa. Matching numbers and original 
rust blue finish with strawed small parts. Matching shoulder stock/holster. 87% 
condition. Serial no. 574420 

€ 1,700 

21 German (Imperial) Roth Sauer pistol manufactured by J.P. Sauer & Sohn in 1907. 
Inscribed with J.P. Sauer logo and 'PATENT ROTH', Commercial proofs. 7.65 mm RS, 
100mm barrel, 7-shot. Estimated 3,000 units. Very rare. Matching numbers and original 
gloss blue finish with polished small parts. Grips with framed Sauer logo. 90% 
condition. Serial no. B245 

€ 2,400 

22 German (Imperial) Modell 1 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1910-1915. 
Inscribed 'WALTER'S SELBSTLADE-PISTOLE CAL 6.35' and 'D.R.P & 
AUSLANDSPATENTE', Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 6.35mm Browning, 
50mm barrel, 6-shot. 1st variation. Matching numbers, original blued finish with 
fireblue small parts. 87% condition. Serial no. 8844 

€ 500 

23 German (Imperial) Modell 2 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1909-13. Inscribed 
with Walther logo and 'SELBSTLADE-PISTOLE CAL 6.35 WALTHER'S PATENT' 
and 'D.R.P & AUSLANDSPATENTE', Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 6.35mm 
Browning, 53mm barrel, 6-shot. 2nd variation. Matching numbers, refinished. 
Replacement wood grips. 60% condition. Serial no. 5749 

€ 180 

24 German (Imperial) Modell 4 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1915-19. Inscribed 
with Walther logo, 'SELBSTLADE-PISTOLE CAL 7.65 WALTHER'S PATENT' and 
Zella-St. Blasii address, Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 7.65mm Browning, 88mm 
barrel, 8-shot. 4th variation. Matching numbers, original blued finish. 80% condition. 
Serial no. 202348 

€ 240 

25 German (Weimar) Modell 4 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1919-23. Inscribed 
with Walther logo, 'WALTHER'S PATENT cal.7.65' and Zella-Mehlis address, 
Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 7.65mm Browning, 88mm barrel, 8-shot. 5th 
variation. Matching numbers, original blued finish and original grip panels. 92% 
condition. Serial no. 225320 

€ 240 

26 German (Imperial) Modell 5 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1918. Inscribed 
with logo, 'WALTHER'S-PATENT CAL 6.35.' and Zella-Mehlis address, Commercial 
'crown/N' proof marks. 6.35mm Br., 55mm barrel, 6-shot. 3rd variation. Matching 

€ 390 
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numbers, original blued finish and original grip panels. 92% condition. Serial no. 
100533 

27 German (Imperial) Modell 7 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1917. Inscribed 
with logo, 'SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL 6.35 WALTHER'S-PATENT' and Zella-
Mehlis I address, Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 6.35mm Browning, 80mm barrel, 
7-shot. 2nd variation. Matching numbers, original blued finish and original grip panels. 
90% condition. Serial no. 60897 

€ 330 

28 German (Weimar) Modell 8 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1920-26. Inscribed 
with logo, 'Walther's Patent Mod 8' and Mehlis (Thur.) address, Commercial 'crown/N' 
proof marks. 6.35mm Browning, 70mm barrel, 7-shot. 1st variation. Matching numbers, 
newly blued finish and original grips. 90% condition. Serial no. 393650 

€ 270 

29 German (III Reich) PP pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1936. Inscribed with 
logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal. 7.65m/m', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address and 'Mod. PP', 
Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 7.65mm Browning, 98m barrel, 8-shot. 3rd 
variation, 90-degree safety lever. Marked 'R.F.V. 6564' (Reichsfinanzverwaltung). Rare. 
Matching numbers, original blued finish and original black plastic grip panels. 85% 
condition. Serial no. 903703 

€ 900 

30 German (III Reich) PP pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1938. Inscribed with 
logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal.22', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address and 'Mod. PP', Commercial 
'crown/N' proof marks. .22 LR, 98mm barrel, 10-shot. 4th variation, 60-degree safety 
lever. Matching numbers, original blued finish and original black plastic grip panels. 
95% condition. Serial no. 126826P 

€ 390 

31 German (III Reich) PPK pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1935. Inscribed with 
logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal.7,65 m/m', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address and 'Mod. PPK', 
Commercial 'eagle/N' proof marks. 7.65mm Browning, 83mm barrel, 7-shot. 4th 
variation with 60-degree safety lever. Matching numbers, original blued finish and 
original one-piece brown plastic grips. 85% condition. Serial no. 892506 

€ 390 

32 German (III Reich) PPK pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1937. Inscribed with 
logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal.7,65 m/m', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address and 'Mod. PPK', 
Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks. 7.65mm Browning, 83mm barrel, 7-shot. 4th 
variation, 60-degree safety. So-called 'Million Series' (one of the earliest known 
examples). Rare. Matching numbers, original blued finish and original one-piece brown 
plastic grips. Stain across slide front. 75% condition. Serial no. 1000021 

€ 600 

33 German (III Reich) PPK pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1941. Inscribed with 
logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal.7,65 m/m', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address and 'Mod. PPK', 
Commercial 'crown/N' proof marks and Polizei 'eagle/C' acceptance mark. 7.65mm 
Browning, 83mm barrel, 7-shot. 2nd variation with 60-degree safety lever. Magazine 
bottom marked "1 327037". Matching numbers, original blued finish and original one-
piece brown plastic grips. 90% condition. Serial no. 327037 K 

€ 1,100 

34 German (III Reich) Modell HP (Swedish m/39) pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 
1940. Inscribed with logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal. 9m/m', Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address 
and 'Mod. HP', Crown/N commercial proofs. 9mm Parabellum, 125mm barrel, 8-shot. 
2nd contract, 1,000 units delivered 1939. One of 277 pistols regimentally marked: "I 17 
No.27" (Infantry Regiment 17, pistol no. 27). Extremely rare. Matching numbers. 
Magazine un-numbered. Original high polish blue finish. 97% condition. Serial no. 
H1576 

€ 1,700 
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35 German (III Reich) Modell HP (Swedish m/39) pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 
1940. Inscribed with logo, 'Walther's Patent Cal. 9m/m',  Zella-Mehlis (Thur.) address 
and 'Mod. HP', Crown/N commercial proofs. 9mm Parabellum, 125mm barrel, 8-shot. 
1st contract, 1,000 units delivered 1939. Very rare. Matching numbers, including 
magazine. Barrel numbered H1415. Original high polish blue finish. 90% condition. 
Serial no. H1668 

€ 1,400 

36 German (III Reich) P 38 pistol manufactured by Carl Walther in 1944. Inscribed with 
Walther factory code and year 'ac 44', Wehrmacht, eagle/359 acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 125mm barrel, 8-shot. Variation 10a (Krutzek). Matching numbers, original 
rough blue finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 8397g 

€ 600 

37 German (III Reich) P 38 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1944. Inscribed with Mauser 
factory code and year 'byf 44', Wehrmacht, eagle/WaA123 acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 125mm barrel, 8-shot. Variation 16c (Krutzek). Matching numbers, rough 
blue finish (possibly refinished). 90% condition. Serial no. 6065v 

€ 600 

38 German (DDR) 1001-0-Cal 22 (East German unlicensed copy of the Walther PP) pistol 
manufactured by Ernst Thalmann Suhl in 1953-56. Inscribed '1001-0-Cal.22', VOPO 
property mark '7' in starburst. .22 LR, 96mm barrel, 10-shot. Produced in very limited 
quantities by the DDR. Rare today. Matching numbers and original grip panels. 
Original blued finish. 97% condition. Serial no. 9450 

€ 420 

39 German (Imperial) Luger Navy 1906 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1907. Inscribed 
with DWM logo on toggle, Imperial navy 'crown/M' acceptance marks, marked 
"W.K.8031" (Werft Kiel, inventory no. 8031) on backstrap . 9mm Parabellum, 152mm 
barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 21,000 units. Most destroyed or converted to 4" after WWI. 
Very rare. Matching numbers. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 80% 
condition. Serial no. 1138a 

€ 3,300 

40 German (Imperial) Luger Navy model 1914 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1916. 
Inscribed with DWM logo on toggle and '1916' on chamber, Imperial navy. 9mm 
Parabellum, 152mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 8,000 units. Most destroyed or converted 
to 4" after WWI. Very rare. Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original 
rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 95% condition. Serial no. 1740 

€ 2,700 

41 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1911. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1911' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug or 'hold open' device. Estimated 
13,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish with strawed 
small parts. 85% condition. Serial no. 1883e 

€ 1,200 

42 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1912. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1912' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug. Retro-fitted 'hold open' device. 
Estimated 10,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish 
with strawed small parts. 85% condition. Serial no. 4099 

€ 1,200 

43 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1913. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1913' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug. Manufactured with 'hold open' device. 
Estimated 35,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish 
with strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 9032a 

€ 1,100 
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44 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1913. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1913' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Estimated 
35,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish with strawed 
small parts. 75% condition. Serial no. 6264b 

€ 900 

45 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1914. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1914' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Estimated 
35,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish with strawed 
small parts. 80% condition. Serial no. 8763 

€ 1,000 

46 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1914. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1914' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Estimated 
35,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish with strawed 
small parts. 95% condition. Serial no. 1443c 

€ 1,200 

47 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1915. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1915' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Estimated 
105,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. Original rust blue 
finish with strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 9700e 

€ 1,100 

48 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1916. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1916' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Estimated 
140,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish with 
strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 5256 

€ 1,100 

49 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1916. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1916' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short sear. 
Estimated 140,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. Original 
rust blue finish with strawed small parts. 98% condition. Serial no. 6827m 

€ 1,200 

50 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1917. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1917' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short sear. 
Estimated 90,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips and TWO magazines! 
Original rust blue finish with strawed small parts. 95% condition. Serial no. 68b 

€ 1,700 

51 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1918. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1918' on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 9mm 
Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short sear. 
Estimated 118,000 units. Matching numbers, including magazine. Original rust blue 
finish with strawed small parts. 95% condition. Serial no. 757b 

€ 1,100 

52 German (Imperial) Luger lP08 'Artillery' pistol manufactured by DWM in 1915. 
Inscribed with DWM logo on toggle and '1915' on chamber, Imperial military 
acceptance stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 200mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold 
open' device. Long sear. Estimated 15,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. 
Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 92% condition. Serial no. 3006a 

€ 1,500 
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53 German (Imperial) Luger lP08 'Artillery' pistol manufactured by DWM in 1917. 
Inscribed with DWM logo on toggle and '1917' on chamber, Imperial military 
acceptance stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 200mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold 
open' device. Short sear. 3rd variation. Last manufactured from an estimated 90,000 
units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish & strawed small 
parts. 92% condition. Serial no. 4558k 

€ 1,500 

54 German (Imperial) Luger lP08 'Artillery' pistol manufactured by DWM in 1918. 
Inscribed with DWM logo on toggle and '1918' on chamber, Imperial military 
acceptance stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 200mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold 
open' device. Short sear. Estimated 25,000 units. Matching numbers. Original rust blue 
finish and strawed small parts. Missing trigger spring. Complete with correct shoulder 
stock renumbered 3486c. 95% condition. Serial no. 2399c 

€ 1,700 

55 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1911. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1911' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
British capture with 'bnp' marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug 
or 'hold open' device. Estimated 10,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips and 
magazine. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 
4981 

€ 1,400 

56 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1912. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1912' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug or 'hold open' device. Estimated 
21,000 units. Matching numbers. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 80% 
condition. Serial no. 7156a 

€ 1,100 

57 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1913. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1913' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
Unit marked "2.E.M.G.IX.38." (2 Ersatz Maschinen Gewehr Komp. IX Korps, Waffe 
Nr.38). 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. No stock lug, retrofitted 'hold open' 
device. Estimated 23,000 units (unit marked pistols estimated 6,700 units). Very rare. 
Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 
80% condition. Serial no. 6298 

€ 1,500 

58 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1914. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1914' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. 
Estimated 7,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish & 
strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 1138 

€ 1,400 

59 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1916. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1916' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short 
sear. Estimated 80,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. 
Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 75% condition. Serial no. 5643c 

€ 700 

60 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1917. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1917' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short 
sear. With notch for lP08 sight. Estimated 180,000 units. Matching numbers, including 
grips. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 85% condition. Serial no. 6014g 

€ 900 
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61 German (Imperial) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1918. Inscribed with 
Erfurt logo on toggle and '1918' date on chamber, Imperial military acceptance marks. 
9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold open' device. Short 
sear. With notch for lP08 sight. Estimated 175,000 units. Matching numbers, including 
grips and magazine. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 90% condition. 
Serial no. 6787n 

€ 1,200 

62 German (Imperial) Luger lP08 'Artillery' pistol manufactured by Erfurt in 1914. 
Inscribed with Erfurt logo on toggle and '1914' date on chamber, Imperial military 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 200mm barrel, 8-shot. With stock lug and 'hold 
open' device. Long sear. With notch for lP08 sight. Estimated 175,000 units. Matching 
numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 85% 
condition. Serial no. 9277b 

€ 1,500 

63 German (Weimar) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1918. Inscribed with 
DWM logo on toggle and '1918 1920' on chamber, Imperial military and Reichsheer re-
issue acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Interesting 'double-
date'. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. Original rust blue finish. 85% 
condition. Serial no. 661b 

€ 1,100 

64 German (Weimar) Luger model 1920 pistol manufactured by DWM in 1920s. Inscribed 
with DWM logo on toggle, Commercial crowned 'N' proofs. 7.65mm Parabellum, 
98mm barrel, 8-shot. Slightly shorter barrel to comply with post-WWI restrictions. 
Matching numbers, correct un-numbered grips & magazine. Original rust blue finish & 
strawed small parts. 87% condition. Serial no. 7129q 

€ 1,000 

65 German (Weimar) Luger model 1929 pistol manufactured by DWM-BKIW in 1929. 
Blank toggle and chamber, Weimar 'Sneak' Police (ex-Riff contract) with Army proofs 
"e/WaA66 - e/H". Schiwy & Walther Police safety. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-
shot. Retro-fitted Police Schiwy & Walter safeties. Matching numbers, un-numbered 
grips, matching magazine. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. Very rare. 
85% condition. Serial no. 4866u 

€ 1,800 

66 German (Weimar) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Simson in circa 1930. Inscribed 
'SIMSON & Co. SUHL' on toggle. Blank chamber, Reichsheer acceptance stamps 
eagle/6 and eagle/33. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 11,000 units 
in this variation. Rare. Matching numbers. Original rust blue finish & strawed small 
parts. Side plate re-numbered? Rare. 87% condition. Serial no. 5375 

€ 1,100 

67 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1934. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year code 'K' (1934) on chamber, Wehrmacht, early 
'B90' and 'S91' WaA acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd 
sub-variation estimated 3,550 units. Very rare. Matching numbers (toggle pin blank), 
including grips. Refinished. 70% condition. Serial no. 3451 

€ 1,100 

68 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1934. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year code 'K' (1934) on chamber, Wehrmacht, early 
'B90' and 'S91' WaA acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 3rd 
sub-variation estimated 3,850 units. Very rare. Matching numbers, including grips. 
Original rust blue finish with strawed small parts, partly refinished. 70% condition. 
Serial no. 7809 

€ 1,300 

69 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1935. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year code 'G' (1935) on chamber, Wehrmacht, early 
'W154' and 'S92' WaA acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st 
sub-variation estimated 34,070 units. Matching numbers, un-numbered grips and 

€ 1,100 
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matching magazine. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts, stained in part. 
65% condition. Serial no. 4539c 

70 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1935. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year code 'G' (1935) on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'e/63' 
WaA acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd sub-variation 
estimated 20,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips. Original rust blue finish & 
strawed small parts, still strong. 90% condition. Serial no. 7157e 

€ 1,200 

71 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1936. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1936' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 89,500 units. 
Matching numbers, including TWO magazines. Original rust blue finish & strawed 
small parts. 80% condition. Serial no. 4793g 

€ 1,400 

72 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1937. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1937' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st sub-variation estimated 
37,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original rust blue finish 
with strawed small parts. 90% condition. Serial no. 6158s 

€ 1,400 

73 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1937. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1937' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd sub-variation estimated 
89,000 units. Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original salt blue finish. 
95% condition. Serial no. 794x 

€ 1,200 

74 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1937. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and '1937' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd sub-variation estimated 
89,000 units. Matching numbers. Mauser 1987 limited edition refinish complete with 
green plastic case. 99% condition. Serial no. 6690x 

€ 1,100 

75 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1938. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1938' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 113,800 units. 
Matching numbers, including grips and TWO magazines. Original salt-blue finish. 
Excellent condition. 92% condition. Serial no. 2255d 

€ 1,600 

76 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1938. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1938' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 113,800 units. 
Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original salt-blue finish. Like new. 
97% condition. Serial no. 5392d 

€ 1,200 

77 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1939. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1939' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st sub-variation estimated 
32,500 units. Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original salt blue finish. 
85% condition. Serial no. 8320o 

€ 1,100 

78 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1939. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'S/42' on toggle and year '1939' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/63' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st sub-variation estimated 
32,500 units. Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original salt blue finish. 
90% condition. Serial no. 7424p 

€ 1,100 
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79 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1939. Inscribed with 
Mauser code '42' on toggle and '1939' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/655' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 85,500 units. 
Matching numbers. Original salt blue finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 6037y 

€ 1,100 

80 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1939. Inscribed with 
Mauser code '42' on toggle and '1939' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/655' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 85,500 units. 
Matching numbers. Original salt blue finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 3270z 

€ 1,100 

81 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1940. Inscribed with 
Mauser code '42' on toggle and '1940' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/655' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 135,700 units. 
Matching numbers, including grips & magazine. Original salt blue finish. 90% 
condition. Serial no. 808l 

€ 1,200 

82 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1941. Inscribed with 
Mauser code '42' on toggle and '41' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/655' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 7,000 units. Very 
rare. Matching numbers with un-numbered e/135 grips and fxo magazine. Original salt 
blue finish touched up in places. 90% condition. Serial no. 2148o 

€ 2,100 

83 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1941. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'byf' on toggle and '41' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/135' and 
'eagle/655' WaA acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st-2nd 
transitional sub-variation, unknown low quantity. Extremely rare. Matching numbers 
with black plastic grips and fxo magazine with plastic base. Original salt blue finish. 
80% condition. Serial no. 6606 

€ 1,600 

84 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1941. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'byf' on toggle and '41' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/135' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd sub-variation estimated 
4,000 units. Very rare. Matching numbers with black plastic grips and fxo magazine 
with plastic base. Original salt blue finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 9975 

€ 1,700 

85 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1942. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'byf' on toggle and '42' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/135' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 113,000 units. 
Matching numbers, including grips, fxo magazine with plastic base. Original salt blue 
finish. 80% condition. Serial no. 4003g 

€ 900 

86 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1942. Inscribed with 
Mauser code 'byf' on toggle and '42' date on chamber, Wehrmacht, 'eagle/135' WaA 
acceptance marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Sold to Portugal in 1942 
and designated "m/943 9mm Parabellum". Estimated 4,500 units. Rare. Matching 
numbers with black plastic grips and fxo magazine with plastic base. Original salt blue 
finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 3233m 

€ 1,400 

87 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1942. Inscribed with 
Mauser logo on toggle and small date '1942' on chamber, Police 'eagle/L' acceptance 
marks. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Estimated 5,550 units. Rare. Matching 
numbers, fxo magazine. Original salt blue finish. 95% condition. Serial no. 4130y 

€ 1,500 
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88 German (III Reich) Luger lP08 'Artillery' pistol manufactured by Mauser in 1934. 
Inscribed with Mauser name and model in Farsi, all markings in Farsi, Persian contract 
model 1934. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Contract of 1,000 units. Very 
rare. Matching numbers & original rust blue finish & strawed parts. Complete with 
correct stock, holster and leather harness. 90% condition. Serial no. 3516 

€ 2,100 

89 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Krieghoff in 1936. Inscribed 
with HK logo and 'KRIEGHOFF SUHL' on toggle and 'S' date code (1936) on chamber, 
Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe acceptance stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. 
Late "S" code sub-variation, estimated 1,700 units. Very rare. Matching numbers, 
including magazine. Correct fine brown plastic Krieghoff grips. Original high polish 
finish. 95% condition. Serial no. 2500 

€ 5,400 

90 German (III Reich) Luger P08 pistol manufactured by Krieghoff in 1936. Inscribed 
with HK logo and 'KRIEGHOFF SUHL' on toggle and '1936' on chamber, Wehrmacht, 
Luftwaffe acceptance stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 102mm barrel, 8-shot. Full date 
variation estimated 2,900 units. Very rare. Matching numbers, including magazine. 
Correct coarse brown plastic Krieghoff grips. Refinished. 75% condition. Serial no. 
6088 

€ 3,000 

91 German (Imperial) Luger model 1906 Swiss contract pistol manufactured by DWM in 
1906. Inscribed with DWM logo and cross in shield motif, German commercial proofs 
& Swiss military acceptance stamps. 7.65mm Parabellum, 120mm barrel, 8-shot. 1st 
delivery of 500 units. DWM serial numbering. Very rare. Matching numbers. Original 
rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 80% condition. Serial no. 5461 

€ 1,800 

92 Swiss Luger 1906/24 pistol manufactured by W+F Bern in 1928. Inscribed 
'WAFFENFABRIK BERN', Swiss military acceptance marks, Swiss military 
acceptance marks. Privatisiert stamp. 7.65 Para, 120mm barrel, 8-shot. 2nd variation. 
Combined total of 1st & 2nd variation: 12,385 units. Matching numbers, including 
grips. Original rust blue finish & strawed small parts. 95% condition. Serial no. 27177 

€ 1,500 

93 Swiss Luger Model 1906/29 pistol manufactured by W+F Bern in 1940. Inscribed 
'WAFFENFABRIK BERN' and with cross in shield motif, Swiss military acceptance 
marks. Privatisiert stamp. 7.65 Para, 120mm barrel, 8-shot. 3rd variation from a total of 
27,941 units delivered to the Swiss Army. Matching numbers, un-numbered brown 
plastic grips. Original dull rust blue finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 55819 

€ 1,100 

94 Hungarian Frommer 1910 pistol manufactured by FEG in WWI. Inscribed with FEG 
company name and Budapest address, No visible proofs. 7.65mm Browning, 95mm 
barrel, 8-shot. Under 10,000 units produced up to the end of WWI. Very rare to find. 
Matching numbers, original grips and Luger-style magazine. Original blued finish. 80% 
condition. Serial no. 7384 

€ 1,200 

95 Hungarian Frommer Stop 12M pistol manufactured by FEG in 1920. Inscribed with 
FEG company name and Budapest address, Military proofs with Hungarian arms and 
'Bp 20'. Military unit marked '2.E.I. 43'. 7.65mm Browning, 100mm barrel, 7-shot. 
WWI Officer's pistol. Matching numbers, original grips. Original blued finish. Scarce. 
85% condition. Serial no. 280031 

€ 290 

96 Japanese Type 26 revolver manufactured by Tokyo Arsenal in 1894-1923. Inscribed 
with arsenal marks, Military acceptance marks. 9mm, 120mm barrel, 6-shot. Standard 
production, circa 58,900 units. Matching numbers, with grooved wooden grips. Arsenal 
refinished. 80% condition. Serial no. 47031 

€ 800 
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97 Japanese Nambu Type 14 pistol manufactured by Kokubunji Arsenal in 1939. Inscribed 
with arsenal marks and date '14.12' (December 1939), Military acceptance marks. 
Chinese capture inscription. 8mm Nambu, 117mm barrel, 8-shot. Transitional variation 
of 17,444 units from a total of 90,170. Matching numbers, original finish. 70% 
condition. Serial no. 72093 

€ 800 

98 Japanese Nambu Type 14 pistol manufactured by Kokubunji Arsenal in 1940. Inscribed 
with arsenal marks and date '15.1' (January 1940), Military acceptance marks. 8mm 
Nambu, 117mm barrel, 8-shot. Variation of 15.213 units from a total of 90,170. With 
magazine retainer spring. Matching numbers, original finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 
73734 

€ 700 

99 Japanese Nambu Type 14 pistol manufactured by Toriimatsu (2nd) Arsenal in 1943. 
Inscribed with arsenal marks and date '18.12' (December 1943), Military acceptance 
marks. 8mm Nambu, 117mm barrel, 8-shot. Variation of 7,962 pistols from a total of 
73,300. Rare. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. Original finish. 92% 
condition. Serial no. 8345 

€ 900 

100 Japanese Nambu Type 14 pistol manufactured by Toriimatsu (2nd) Arsenal in 1943. 
Inscribed with arsenal marks and date '18.12' (December 1943), Military acceptance 
marks. 8mm Nambu, 117mm barrel, 8-shot. Variation of 7,962 pistols from a total of 
73,300. Rare. Matching numbers, including grips. Original finish. 85% condition. Serial 
no. 7786 

€ 800 

101 Japanese Nambu Type 14 pistol manufactured by Toriimatsu (2nd) Arsenal in 1944. 
Inscribed with arsenal marks and date '19.3' (March 1944), Military acceptance marks. 
8mm Nambu, 117mm barrel, 8-shot. Principal variation of 58,180 units from a total of 
73,300. Matching numbers, including grips and magazine. Original finish. 80% 
condition. Serial no. 24872 

€ 800 

102 Japanese Nambu Type 94 pistol manufactured by Kokubunji Arsenal in 1944. Inscribed 
with arsenal marks and date '19.7' (July 1944), Military acceptance marks. Chinese 
capture inscription. 8mm Nambu, 96mm barrel, 6-shot. Third variation. Matching 
numbers, including magazine, plastic grips. Original finish. 90% condition. Serial no. 
57145 

€ 600 

103 Polish Radom P.35(p) pistol manufactured by VIS in 1943. Inscribed with Polish 
designation 'F.B.RADOM VIS Mod.35 Pat.Nr.15567' and German 'P.35(P)', 
Wehrmacht, eagle/WaA77 and eagle/623 Waffenamt stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 115mm 
barrel, 8-shot. Grade II, sub-variation 1. Rare. Matching numbers, original blued finish. 
97% condition. Serial no. E8791 

€ 1,700 

104 Polish Radom P.35(p) pistol manufactured by VIS in 1944. Inscribed with Polish 
designation 'F.B.RADOM VIS Mod.35 Pat.Nr.15567', Wehrmacht, eagle/WaA77 and 
eagle/623 Waffenamt stamps. 9mm Parabellum, 115mm barrel, 8-shot. Grade III, sub-
variation 1 without slide lock. Rare. Matching numbers, original blued finish. 90% 
condition. Serial no. D8488 

€ 1,500 

105 Swedish m/40 pistol manufactured by VKT in 1940-46. Inscribed 'HUSQVARNA 
VAPENSFABRIK A.B.', Military acceptance stamp Crowned 'S.S.'. 9mm Parabellum, 
120mm barrel, 8-shot. Upgraded with barrel having nut. Rare. Matching numbers, 
original blue finish. Finnish firing pin. 92% condition. Serial no. 23621 

€ 600 

106 Swedish m/07 pistol manufactured by Husqvarna in 1917. Inscribed 'HUSQVARNA 
VAPENFABRIKS AKTIEBOLAG / BROWNINGS'S PATENT', Swedish military 
crowned 'T.T. H.K.'. 9mm Browning Long, 119mm barrel, 8-shot. Licensed Swedish 

€ 420 
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version of the FN 1903 pistol. Matching numbers, original grip panels and original 
finish. 95% condition. Serial no. 2733 

107 US 1903 Pocket Hammerless pistol manufactured by Colt in 1909. Inscribed with Colt 
logo, company name and Hartford address, Original crowned 'V' London import marks. 
.320 ACP, 3.75 barrel, 8-shot. No magazine. Matching numbers and original grip 
panels. Original blued finish (faded) with fire blued small parts. 70% condition. Serial 
no. 87465 

€ 360 

108 US 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless pistol manufactured by Colt in 1914. Inscribed with 
Colt logo, company name and Hartford address, No retro import marks. .25 ACP, 2" 
barrel, 6-shot. Original magazine. Matching numbers and original grip panels. Original 
blued finish (faded). 65% condition. Serial no. 117835 

€ 180 

109 US 1911 Government pistol manufactured by Colt in 1915. Inscribed with Colt logo, 
company name and Hartford address, German import marks (1995). .45 ACP, 5" barrel, 
8-shot. Correct magazine. Matching numbers and original grip panels. Refinished. 80% 
condition. Serial no. C25574 

€ 900 

110 US 1911A1 pistol manufactured by Remington Rand in 1944. Inscribed with 
Remington Rand company name and New York address, US military inspector stamp 
'F.J.A.' and 'RIA' (Rock Island Arsenal) rework stamp. .45 ACP, 5" barrel, 8-shot. RIA 
rework and phosphate. Matching numbers, original grip panels. 95% condition. Serial 
no. 1973886 

€ 1,000 

111 US 1911A1 pistol manufactured by US&S in 1943. Inscribed with United Switch & 
Signal logo, company name and Swissvale address, US military inspector stamps 
'RCD'. No import marks. .45 ACP, 5" barrel, 8-shot. 55,000 pieces produced 
(approximately 2% of the total quantity of M1911A1 pistols produced). Very rare now, 
especially in this condition. Matching numbers, original grip panels and original DuLite 
finish, which is slightly faded. 90% condition. Serial no. 1059456 

€ 2,400 

112 US 1911A1 pistol manufactured by US&S in 1945. Slide inscribed with United Switch 
& Signal company name and Swissvale address. Augusta Arsenal rework on Remington 
frame, US military inspector stamp 'F.J.A.' on frame. German import marks (1978). .45 
ACP, 5" barrel, 8 shot. Although a rework, it is still a rare pistol. Rework matched 
numbers, original grip panels. Phosphate finish. 80% condition. Serial no. 1294783 

€ 700 

113 Swiss holster for a military Luger 1900 or 1906. Marked 'H.KLEINERT STÄFA 21'. 
With added magazine holder to top of lid. Original chocolate brown colour with 
original light-coloured stitching. Excellent condition. 

€ 180 

114 German (Imperial) holster for a Luger lP08 'Artillery' model. Marked with illegible 
manufacturer's name and 'BRESLAU 1917'. Tan brown colour darkened to dark brown 
with light-coloured stitching. Cracking to surface, strap loop torn. Complete with a 
reproduction shoulder stock and harness. Fair to good condition. 

€ 210 

115 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'AUWAERTER & 
BUBECK A.G. STUTTGART 1934' and eagle over 'WaA101'. Also marked with pistol 
serial number '9599'. Good example of an early 1934 holster with loop for cleaning rod 
inside lid. Original chocolate brown colour (matte) with darkened light stitching, good 
condition. Rare 

€ 300 

116 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'LEDERWERKE 
KARL ACKVA ALEDERWERKE KARL ACKVA A.G. BAD KREUZENACH 1934' 
and eagle over 'WaA136'. Good example of an early 1934 holster with loop for cleaning 

€ 360 
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rod inside lid. Original chocolate brown colour (faded) with original black stitching, 
very good condition. Rare 

117 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'LEDERWERKE 
KARL ACKVA ALEDERWERKE KARL ACKVA A.G. BAD KREUZENACH 1934' 
and eagle over 'WaA136'. Perfect example of an early 1934 holster with loop for 
cleaning rod inside lid. Original chocolate brown colour with original black stitching, 
excellent condition. Rare 

€ 420 

118 German (III Reich) holster for a Luftwaffe Krieghoff Luger P08 pistol made in 1936. 
Correct unmarked back and Luftwaffe HK acceptance stamp internally. Original black 
colour and black thread. Two small holes in cover, indicating that a metal eagle insignia 
had once been attached to it. Excellent overall condition. Rare. 

€ 420 

119 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'EHRHARDT 
POESSNECK 1937' and eagle over 'WaA185'. Original chocolate brown colour with 
off-white stitching, very good to excellent condition. 

€ 280 

120 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'EHRHARDT 
POESSNECK 1939' and eagle over 'WaA29'. Original chocolate brown colour with off-
white stitching, very good condition. 

€ 240 

121 German (III Reich) holster for a military Luger P08 pistol. Marked 'VOEGELS KÖLN 
1939' and eagle over 'WaA387'. Original dark brown colour with darkened stitching, 
very good condition. 

€ 260 

122 Japanese holster for Type 14 Nambu pistol, 1930s. Hard lid construction, original dark 
brown colour with light-coloured stitching. Very good condition, scarce. 

 

End of Auction 

€ 240 

 

 

 


